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Activity Packet
Invisible Strings of Love

Needed Supplies:

Scissors
clear fishing line
pony beads

As you string your beads, think of each bead as a person in your life who you are connected to by an Invisible String. Use the string of beads to create a necklace or bracelet that you can wear.

“Even though you can’t see it with your eyes, you can feel it with your heart and know that you are always connected to everyone you love.”
Invisible Art

Needed Supplies

- white construction paper
- white crayons
- watercolor paints

On your piece of white paper, draw Invisible Strings using your white crayon and then paint over them with watercolors.
Letters to Loved Ones

Needed Supplies

- shoe box
- paper
- crayons or markers

When you are feeling worried about being separated from someone, decorate a shoe box as a mailbox for that person. Every time you miss this special person or want to share something with them, write it down and put it in the mailbox. The more letters you write, the stronger the Invisible String becomes and you will have a heartwarming gift to give when they’re reunited.
Where Does Your String Go?

**Needed Supplies**
- crayons or markers
- scissors
- ribbon or yarn
- hole punch
- sheet with hearts on the following page

Make your own Invisible String by:
1. Color the hearts.
2. Write names of loved ones on each heart.
3. Cut out the hearts.
4. Punch out the holes at the top.
5. String the hearts onto a piece of yarn or ribbon.
6. Tie a small knot at the top of each heart to create a garland of your own unbreakable connections.
Where Does YOUR String Go . . . ?

As long as love is in your heart, the Invisible String will always be there. Make your own Invisible String by decorating the hearts below with the names of loved ones who you are always connected with. Cut out the hearts, punch out the holes at the top, and string the hearts onto a piece of yarn or ribbon, tying a small knot at the top of each one to create a garland of your own unbreakable connections.

SUPPLIES
- Colored pencils, crayons, or markers
- Scissors
- Hole punch
- Yarn or ribbon
Invisible String Maze

No matter where you are, you are always connected by love.

Follow the maze to create an Invisible String in each of the mazes found on the following pages.
Invisible String Maze

No matter where you are, you are always connected by love. Follow the maze to create the string connecting Liza and Jeremy with their mom!
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